
B Team Captain Report 2014 
 
Ever since I stood for the B team captaincy last November I have been overwhelmed with the support I have 
received from everyone. I found this humbling and very encouraging given some personal problems I was going 
through. The support was so comforting and it got me through some troubling times and I will be forever grateful to 
you all. 
 
The B team approach this season was to play hard but still retain the sense of enjoyment that I have always tried to 
encourage as captain. With new additions throughout the player pool I felt that we could be competitive enough to 

push for promotion; so pre-season that was the target. 
 
Season Highlights 
 

 Drayton (A) - Gaz Coulson once again proves that he is a fantastically economical opening bowler 10-4-25-1 
and Nav Sharma’s hard hitting 40 with the bat nearly won the game after we had got behind the rate. A loss 
in the final few overs; a pattern of things to come. 
 

 Sprowston (A) – Joe Heather opened his Melton career in a game that flattered to deceive. Our batting 

wasn’t strong enough against a disciplined bowling unit and even though Joe’s raw pace saw him take 4-16 
it really was only going to be Sprowston’s to lose. 
 

 Blundeston (H) – A Liam Hughes half century and a Jon Moxon 47 helped us post a good total and with Gaz 
taking 2-29, Nick Mackenzie 2-29 on debut, James Robb 2-19 and three wickets for Neal Clarke this still 
wasn’t enough as another game was lost in the final over. Fine margins denying us our first victory.  

 

 Caister (A) – Tim Goff made 47 on debut and once again Gaz takes wickets, 3-35 and Nick Mack 3-49 

starring. Unfortunately another heart breaking last over loss, this time last ball. Fine margins again costing 
us of a result. This was a very hard one to take. 
 

 Aylsham St. Giles (H) – A superb 58 from Chris Elliott and an equally impressive 46 from Tony Alborough got 
us to a score just shy of 200. It’s at this point that I have to consult the scorebook for the bowling and 
fielding highlights; I was waiting for a plastic surgeon after I had tried to eat a Nav short ball. Top bowling 
from Gaz, Nav, Stuart Wilson, Bubbs and Jake Mardell 3-25 lead to a final over WIN. My personal thanks to 
Dan Haywood for carting me to hospital, Liam for keeping wicket and Rob Sims for waiting with me and 

bringing me home. Thank you. 
 

 St. Andrews (A) - Gaz takes 3-46, Bubbs 2-40 and Stuie 2-46 in a game that decisions didn’t go our way at 
all, at any time. Bubbs opened in Jethro’s absence and was rewarded with 52. Liam scored an effortless 63 
but was run out as we chased the target. In the end we lost by 50 runs as the tail couldn’t ignite the 
innings. 
 

 Kirkley and Lowestoft Railway (H) – Kirkley scored 242, the highest set total all season. Tom Smith returning 

from uni took 3-46 and Dell took 2-35. Jethro once again was in the runs compiling 72 and with Bubbs 
scoring 42 an excellent opening stand gave us a great platform to push on. And push on Nick Mack did, 
finally coming off and getting some luck with the bat. He showed a brutal display of destructive power 
hitting on his way to his highest Melton score of 84. Again, we saw defeat in the dying overs but at the very 
least this was dampened by the Beer Festival that evening. 
 

 Felthorpe (A) – Leo De Salis takes 12-5-10-0 on his first appearance for the B team this season and at the 
other end opening partner Gaz takes 12-2-34-1; Felthorpe on the rack after 24 overs. The Melton bowling 
attack wasn’t as deep at the Felthorpe batting attack as they posted 221-6. Bubbs opened the batting again 
and made 57 and was supported well by Connor Stearman 21but that was the best as Felthorpe won 

convincingly. 
 

 Sprowston B (H) – We posted 158-8 with a well-crafted knock of 55no from Moxy. We would have to bowl 
and field well to have any chance of a result and we did just that. Gaz 4-22 was superb and was replaced 
by Craig Woolrich making his first appearance of the season, who was equally as good taking 2-21. An 
excellent 2-11 from Buddha was backed up with a fine fielding display to give us a win by 30 runs. 
 

 Hardingham A (H) – Gaz takes 3-26, Leo 1-24, Richard Groves on B team debut and Buddha take one a piece 

but it was Nick Mack’s 4-19 who was simply too hot to handle. Moxy producing breath-taking wonders in the 
slips all game. Bubbs and I ensured a solid platform before Joey Greenslade makes a good 40 and Moxy’s 
18no finished off any unlikely loss. A thoroughly professional display against the division’s bottom side. 
 



 Blundeston (A) – The Carding brothers do the main damage to Blundeston’s batters but mainly Ben as he 
takes 5-37 on B team debut. Eusha Fawad, Goffy and David Bunn made it to the late 20’s but in the end the 
pitch and fine bowling undone all of the Carding’s earlier work. 
 

 Caister (H) – Nav 3-40 and excellent groundwork gave us the perfect start as Caister were restricted to 167. 
Rapier and Broadsword (Liam and Moxy) were simply brilliant. Liam’s 74no and Moxy’s 43 done the main 
damage but it was Steve Phoenix’s 24no which dealt the late hammer blows into the Caister coffin. No one 
revels in final over frantic batting more than the Chair who finished the game with a six over the leg side. 
 

 Aylsham St. Giles (A) – A milestone for Connor Stearman; his maiden half century as he makes a superb 60. 

As with previous opponents Aylsham found themselves faced with Rapier and Broadsword… a duel that they 
lost. Liam finished five runs short of his century and Moxy supported well for his 30no. Coulson opening was 
economical and without luck again. Benny taking 3-18 and Bubbs 4-35 who dismissed the danger man 
Bingham and it was good work from Sam 1-21 and club debutant Adam Green 1-6 to bring Melton home. 
 

 St. Andrews (H) – This game was an eventual washout but there were a few good things worth mentioning. 
Matt Clarke makes his first EVER B team game and kept immaculately and batted well. Bubbs took 3-48 and 
bowled in tandem with Chris McKay who took an excellent 4-21. A handshake from the opposition skipper 
over the weather meant that both teams were now safe from relegation after picking up the appropriate 
points. 
 

 Kirkley and Lowestoft Railway (A) – A definite end of season safe from relegation game. Myself top scoring 

with 15; say no more! All credit goes to the bowlers and fielders who made Kirkley bat 32 overs to get to 
96. Gaz 6-3-7-0, Bubbs 8-1-24-0 and Macka 1-9.  

 
 
I would just like to mention the juniors that have represented the B team this season; James Robb, Ben and Sam 
Carding, Craig Woolrich, Zef Ishtiaq, Marcus Mawby, Joey Greenslade, Rob Smith, Alex Tonnison, Connor Stearman 
and Fergus Hughes. These lads have all deserved their places when being asked to play and they have never let 
themselves down when needed. They are a credit to themselves and the club. The makeup of Great Melton and 
everyone who is involved in the junior setup are dong a magnificent job to produce such talent; well done and 
thanks to you all. 
 
As with the juniors, I’d like to thank some of the senior players for their understanding and guidance; Chris Elliott, 

Gaz Coulson, Neal Clarke, Jon Moxon, Leo De Salis, Chris McKay, Liam Hughes, Fawad, Beefy Alborough and Woody 
Loines. 
 
A final thanks to Steve and Celia, Steve and Alison Clarke, Mike and Grenners, JB, Dave Bunn and Duncan 
Greenslade on the selection committee. Also to my fellow captains, I wouldn’t have survived with you; Rich, Lee 
and Simon. 
 
I’m always proud to play for Great Melton but to have the chance to captain a side of such a special club really is a 
privilege. I will be standing again for the 2015 season. 
 
Many thanks 
 
Tim Hales 
B Team Captain 2014  

 
    


